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Short-Run Forecasting Models Incorporating
Anticipatory Data

IRWIN FRIEND AND ROBERT C. JONES
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

THIS paper represents a preliminary progress report on an attempt to
determine the most reliable quantitative tools for short-term fore-
casting of the gross national product at the present stage of know!-
edge. Short-term forecasting is considered to cover time periods from
about one quarter to one year ahead. The results we have been able
to obtain so far are extremely limited, but we have decided to present
them anyhow because we consider them useful even though incom-
plete.

On the basis of our reactions to the existing literature and to the
state of the art, we started with the assumption—which we of course
planned to test further—that a highly multiequational and multi-
variate econometric model is not likely at present or in the fore-
seeable future to give as satisfactory results for short-term forecasting
as a simple model. There seemed to be little evidence that otherwise
important niceties, such as production functions, demand-for-labor
equations, labor market adjustment equations, interest rate and price
equations, disaggregated consumption functions, or perhaps even
distributive share and financial variables, added significantly to the
short-term prediction of the gross national product and its major
components. Moreover, it appeared plausible that a simple or small
system of relationships would be associated with less proliferation
of random and perhaps of systematic errors than a large or complex
system. It might also be noted that with n equations in a model of
income determination, and an average of m forms which can be fitted
or tested per structural equation for each one finally selected, there
are a truly impressive number of combinations possible if m and n
are at all large,' whereas the best combination of a few simple equa-

NOTE: We are greatly indebted to Paul Taubman for his invaluable statistical as-
sistance.

'For example, in a system of thirty equations and an average of ten forms per equa-
tion, there are, theoretically, possible combinations of the equations.
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tions—which concentrate on a small number of basic rather than a
large number of marginal variables—should be much more easily
determined (and more easily tested). Similarly, it is much easier in
a simple model to test the stability of parameters over time and to
make any required changes.

This is not to say that eventually large-scale models of income
determination may not be highly useful for understanding the broad
dynamics of our economic system, for appraising the quantitative
effects of changes in economic policies, and for forecasting the level
and composition of the national income. We simply doubt that at
least for short-run economic forecasting the large models have as yet
proved themselves, though we propose to test this skepticism rather
than leave it in this ex-cathedra form. Nor do we have any reason
to expect that large-scale models will ever be superior to smaller sys-
tems for short-run forecasting. Thus, even in the constant dollar
models discussed in this paper, it seems quite plausible that in the
short run the supply of output accommodates itself to the demand
for output. Therefore, production functions and demand-for-labor
equations may be unnecessary in explaining short-term fluctuations
in the gross national product. On the other hand, it is obvious that
the same assumptions about flexibility in productive capacity, or
about the existence of at least temporarily expansible capital stock
and labor supply, cannot be made in the longer run.

The proof of all this is of course in the pudding, so long as it is a
proper and not an ersatz pudding. The only really satisfactory test of
the predictive ability of a model is obtained by comparing the fore-
casts made for some period ahead with the actual values for that
period (adjusted, if necessary, for the. conditional nature of certain
forecasts and for changes in the basic data incorporated in the model).
The degree of reliance placed on predictive performance would not
only obviously increase with the number of periods so tested but also,
normally, with the extent to which accuracy in over-all forecasts (e.g.,
the gross national product) is a result of accuracy in component fore-
casts (e.g., consumption, inventory investment, etc.). The difficulties
of relying on ex post tests of predictive ability are well known. With
sufficient resources and diligence, it should be possible to fit a struc-
tural equation (or a reduced form) in a model to past data reasonably
well if enough forms are tried. Under such circumstances, the usual
statistical tests of significance have serious limitations, and a chart or
table showing the closeness of observed to predicted values may have
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no meaning at all, Even the common device of omitting some recent
periods from the data used to derive the basic model, and then testing
the predicted against the observed values for these periods, is not
very satisfactory. If the model no longer "works" in this new situa-
tion, the analyst may make a few selective alterations—not to delude
anyone, but to ensure that the model presented to the public is the
best possible.

There are three additional points which should be made before
considering the results presented in the rest of this paper. First, we
have attempted a fairly comprehensive investigation o1 the utility of
anticipatory data in the simple models of income determination on
which we are concentrating our attention, though as yet only partial
results are available. What may appear an excessive preoccupation
with anticipatory or expectational data in areas where their perform-
ance in earlier studies has been less than remarkable (e.g., durables
consumption and inventory investment) is due largely to the avail-
ability of new data. But it is also due to a feeling that plans, expecta-
tions, and the degree of fufflilment should be useful in short-run in-
come. determination, with different types of expectations likely to be
useful for different time periods. Second, there is no presumption
that the same forecasting model will perform best for various time
periods ahead (e.g., the annual rate of activity one quarter, two
quarters, or four quarters in the future) or for varying time intervals
(one quarter, a half-year, or a year). This is true because of the hetero-
geneity in both the predictive time span of different variables (e.g.,
housing starts versus plant and equipment expenditure plans or ex
post versus ex ante variables) and in the relative importance of
changes in different components of the gross national product for
shorter and longer periods of time. Furthermore, it should be pointed
out that if the time interval covered by the forecast is short enough,
purely random or nonpredictable elements may predominate. Third,
no attention has been paid in this study to the comparative predictive
performance of forecasting tools other than quantitative income
models.

Some Recent Models
The most recent short-term model which has been made publicly
available is a large-scale quarterly model by Lawrence R. Klein,
which consists of twenty-nine structural relations plus some account-
ing identities and tax-transfer payments relations and is fitted to a
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sample of postwar observations terminating in 1958. This system
makes use of some ex ante as well as ex post variables. The mimeo-
graphed announcement of the model itself is dated April 13, 1961;
and the initial forecasts—covering the first three quarters of 196 1—
were publicly released on April 24. A more complete description and
discussion of the model has been presented at this conference. It is
not possible to tell without additional information and a great deal
of work how much influence the different types of structural equa-
tions have on the estimated gross national product and whether
they better or worsen the forecasting results. However, the first six
structural demand equations—i.e., for consumer durables, consumer
nondurables, consumer services, investment in plant and equipment,
investment in housing, and investment in inventories—are likely to
be particularly important in explaining fluctuations in GNP; and it
is interesting to examine the respects in which they differ from simple
models. First, consumption has been disaggregated into durables,
nondurables, and services. There would seem to be good reason for
the disaggregation of at least consumer durables from the rest of
consumption.2 In explaining each of these types of consumption, a
nonlabor-to-labor income ratio has been added to the usual personal
disposable income and lagged consumption variables. In addition,
an index of consumer durable goods buying plans has been added to
the durable goods equation; a lagged cash balance variable, to the
other two consumption equations; and a population variable, to the
services equation. Instead of a single lagged consumption variable,
there are now three, one each for consumer durables, nondurables,
and services. It is difficult to tell what has been gained by these com-
plications either from a theoretical or empirical viewpoint. The coef-
ficients of the nonlabor-to-labor income ratio would appear to be
opposite in sign to those obtained by Klein in his more aggregative
annual model and incorrect in sign if the cross-section results which
he cites there are taken as the basis for justification of inclusion of
such a variable into time series equations.3 The cash balance variable
is significant only in the services regression and is omitted completely
from the durables regression, presumably because of an incorrect

2 Irwin Friend and Robert Jones, "The Concept of Saving," Consumption and
Saving, Philadelphia, 1960, Vol. II.

See Lawrence R. Klein and A. S. Goldberger, An Econometric Model of the United
States, 1929—1952, Amsterdam, 1955.
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sign, even though this seems to be the one place where a-priori con-
siderations might suggest an important positive influence. The reason
for the peculiar cash balance effects may be that the variable used
includes corporate as well as personal balances (and corporate cash
balances may be inversely correlated with cyclical conditions, while
durables consumption is directly correlated); but the question of the
justification for such a variable in the other two consumption equa-
tions remains. Nor do the regression coefficients of the lagged con-
sumption variable in the three separate consumption equations seem
to be as reasonable as the regression coefficient of lagged consump-
tion in a composite consumption function. The separate equations
imply surprisingly little difference between short-run and long-run
income effects on services expenditure, a more pronounced (and more
plausible) difference between these effects on nondurable expenditure,
and an apparently strong tendency for the long-run income effect on
durables expenditures to be considerably. smaller than the short-run
income effect. The size of the constant term in the services regression
is also troublesome. Thus, there does not seem to be much theoretical
justification for the complications introduced in the usual consump-
tion function, and the statistics presented do not permit an evaluation
of either the improvement in the goodness of fit obtained or in the
reliability of forecasts made.

So far as the three investment equations are concerned, the plant
and equipment regression is quite simple and reasonable, though as
will be indicated later we feel it can be improved through the substi-
tution of a form which might be considered even simpler. But we are
more dubious about some of the complications introduced in the
housing and inventory equations, particularly the use of number of
marriages and interest rates as explanatory variables in the former
and of change in prices in the latter. Again, however, we have no
basis for evaluating the statistical improvement, if any, effected.

The record achieved in the second- and third-quarter forecasts for
1961 from the Klein model is presented, in Table 1, by comparing
them with the actual values reported subsequently. The first-quarter
projections, which are considerably closer to the actual reported
values, are not considered here as forecasts in view of their timing
and, therefore, are not shown.

It should be noted that the comparative-level values above are not
so interesting as the respective changes, since the relevant official
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TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF FORECAST AND ACTUAL VALUES, KLEIN QUARTERLY MODEL, 196'!

(billions of 1954 dollars except GNP)s

Second Quarter

Actual

Third Quarter

Forecast Forecast Actual
Level Changeb Level Change Level Change Level Change

Durableconsumption 43.4 2.0 39.8 2.2 47.9 4.5 39.9 0.1
Nondurable consumption 145.4 1.5 142.6 1.0 148.2 2.8 144.5 1.9
Servicesconsumption 116.9 1.4 119.2 1.4 118.7 1.8 120.6 1.4
Residential construction 18.2 0.5 17.6 1.1 19.9 1.7 18.7 1.1
Private plant and equip-

ment 35.4 0.0 36.9 0.6 36.3 0.9 37.8 0.9
Inventory investment —2.7 1.7 2.9 6.1 0.7 3.4 3.9 1.0
GNP (current prices) 508.8 10.0 516.1 15.3 528.2 19.4 525.8 9.7

a Seasonally adjusted at annual rates.
b These are changes from preceding-quarter forecasts, which in 1-1961 are fairly close

to actual values.

national accounts statistics were revised slightly in July subse-
quent to these forecasts. Even the earlier national income statistics
do not seem to correspond precisely to the base figures used in this
model. A comparison of actual and forecast changes in GNP points
to a significant understatement of the recovery in the second quarter
and an even larger overstatement of the recovery in the third quarter.
As a result, the two quarterly forecasts of GNP are not too impressive
(though such a statement implies that other methods are available
which are at least as reliable or otherwise more appealing); but the
change for the two quarters combined is reasonably close to the re-
ported values. It interesting to observe that simply taking the
average increase in GNP in the first and second recovery quarters of
all earlier postwar cycles ($5.6 billion and $9.7 billion, respectively,
in 1961 dollars) results in a less reliable forecast for the change in the
second quarter and a more reliable forecast in the third quarter of
1961. (If these "naïve" forecasts are adjusted for the difference be-
tween the average value of government purchases and exports in past
recovery quarters and in the relevant 1961 periods, the "predicted"
increases in GNP in the second and third quarters of 1961 would

The official statistiés were further revised in July 1962. In terms of changes, the
new data indicate that Klein's second-quarter forecast was somewhat better than shown
here; his third-quarter forecast was slightly poorer; and for the two quarters combined,
the forecasted change shows greater deviation from the actual values.
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amount to $6.5 billion and $11.4 billion, respectively, without any
allowance for further multiplier effects.)

A question which immediately arises, of course, is whether the
assumptions made in the essentially conditional Klein forecasts—
viz., a steady growth in the government sector, exports steady, and
prices almost steady, etc.—account for a major share of the discrep-
ancies between the forecast and actual values. By comparison of the
assumed and actual values (available after the forecast was made) of
the exogenous variables, and by consideration of the relevant struc-
tural coefficients, it is• possible to estimate roughly the impact on the
forecasts of errors in the assumptions regarding the exogenous vari-
ables.5 The changes from the first to the second quarter inthe exog-
enous variables (the ratio of wage to other personal income, con-
sumer buying plans index, cash balances, population, anticipated
plant and equipment outlays, marriages, long-term interest rate, and
lagged housing starts) appearing in the consumption and fixed invest-
ment equations were rather consistently overestimated; i.e., the
second-quarter levels were placed too high. Thus, in view of the
generally positive structural coefficients involved, the forecasted
changes (in constant dollars) in consumption and fixed investment
were too large. Of the other elements affecting the estimation of the
gross national product, the major exogenous variables were govern-
ment expenditures, exports, and the government wage bill (all in cur-
tent dollars) as well as the set of appropriate price indexes for con-
sumption, investment, and private GNP. Errors in the assumed
changes from the first to the second quarter in government expendi-
tures, exports, and the government wage bill were largely offsetting.
On the other hand, the assumed constancy of prices (in all but one
case) generally represented an understatement of price changes and
thus served as a. mild offset to the overstatement in real consumption
and investment noted above. On balance, it would appear that a
"corrected" forecast of change in GNP from the first to the second
quarter would result, if anything, in an even greater error than ap-
pears in Klein's original estimate. From the second to the third
quarter, in contrast, the errors in the assumed change in exogenous
variables ran mainly to understatement. The changes in the exoge-

5 pne could, of course, solve the system of equations, substituting the actual values
of eogenous variables.. Apart from obvious problems associated with the size of the
model and data revision, the problems of duplicating Klein's procedures, involving
adjustments and selections of predetermined variables, precluded any attempt at "com-
plete" solution.
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nous variables appearing in the consumption and fixed investment
equations were for the most part understated; the changes in govern-
ment expenditures plus exports were understated by about $2 billion
(current dollars, annual rates); and the changes in prices were again
understated. There was little error in the estimate of the change in
the government wage bill. Had the actual changes in the exogenous
variables been used in the third quarter, therefore, it appears that
the forecasted change in GNP would have shown an even larger
overstatement.

Thus, the substitution of actual for assumed values of the exoge-
nous variables in the Klein model apparently would have resulted in
worse rather than better forecasts for the second and third quarters
of 1961 (though not necessarily for the two. quarters combined). If
the major components of GNP which were forecast separately are
examined, it appears that the chief deficiency of the model was in
the estimate of inventory investment (and, to a lesser extent, other
investment) in the second quarter and in the estimate of durables
consumption and inventory investment (and, to a lesser extent, every.
major component of GNP other than plant and equipment) in the
third quarter.

Clearly it is much too early to appraise this model adequately. An
appraisal by Arthur Okun of the earlier Klein-Goldberger annual
econometric model (see note 6) concludes that the model performed
well for 1953 and 1954 but not for 1955, 1956, and 1957 as compared
to forecasts by business economists generally.6 The years of relatively,
poor performance, not surprisingly, are those appreciably beyond
the period on which the model was based.

Another recent, moderately large-scale quarterly model was pub-
lished by James S. Duesenberry, Otto Eckstein, and Gary Fromm in
Econometrica,7 October 1960, though completed considerably earlier.
The model contains fourteen equations depicting the interrelation-
ships of the items involved in going from gross national product to
disposable income. This system, which is fitted to a sample of obser-
vations terminating in 1957, with some observations for 1958 avail-
able before the article was completed, is somewhat less complex than
the Klein model—with fixed investment as well as government pur-

6 Arthur M. Okun, "A Review of Some Economic Forecasts for 1955—57," Journal
of Business, July 1959. Okun points out, however, that Daniel B. Suits used this model
to predict 1956 with comparative reliability by adjusting the initial 1956 forecast of the
model by the amount of the rather substantial 1955 error.

"A Simulation of the United States Economy in Recession."
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chases and net exports determined outside the system—has a more
specialized nonforecasting purpose, and makes no use of expecta-
tional data. For our purposes, it would seem proper to compare the
quarterly forecasts implicit in the model and the actual values of
changes in GNP for at least 1960 and 1961, except for one complica-
tion. These equations were fitted to the official national accounts data
prior to their substantial revision in late 1958 ;8 so a significant part
of the discrepancies between the forecast and actual data may reflect
the revision of the basic data rather than pure forecasting deficiencies
of the model. As a result, the comparative data will not be presented;
but it may be noted that the discrepancies between forecast and
actual changes in GNP seem quite substantial, largely reflecting the
inventory function used but also, at times, reflecting the consump-
tion function. Thus, of the seven 1960—61. quarters tested, the change
in consumption seemed to be overstated by close to $7 billion in the
third quarter of 1960 and understated by a somewhat larger amount
in the second quarter of 1961, with these two aberrant quarters im-
mediately following cyclical turning points.

The last quarterly model to which we shall refer was presented by
Lowell E. Gallaway and Paul E. Smith in the Journal of the American
Statistical Association in June Like the Duesenberry-Eckstein-
Fromm relationships, the Gallaway and Smith model is fitted to ob-
servations terminating in 1957, with observations for 1958 also avail-
able before the article was completed; so again the implicit quarterly
forecasts and actual values for 1960 and 1961 may be compared.
This model is extremely simple, involving essentially only a consump-
tion function, an aggregative gross private domestic investment
function, and a composite government expenditure and net foreign
investment relation (there are, therefore, no autonomous expendi-
tures), and is based entirely on ex post lagged variables. Though only
five explanatory variables—all in change form—are involved in the
prediction of change in gross national product, viz., disposable in-
come, money supply, prior change in gross national product, prop-
erty income before taxes, and government expenditures on goods
and services plus net foreign investment, the model is surprising in
the amount of importance it apparently gives to the money supply
and property income. A comparison of the quarterly actual and pre-
dicted changes for 1960 and 1961 is presented in Table 2, but it

8 See U.S. Income and Output, Department of Commerce.
"A Quarterly Econometric Model of the United States."
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TABLE 2
COMPARISON OP FORECAST AND CHANGES IN GNP,

GALLAWAY-SMITH QUARTERLY MODEL, 1960—61
(billions of current dollars)

1960 1961

I II III • IV I II III

Forecast 7.0 7.6 1.6 .2 2.3 0.7 16.7
Actual 13.2 4.9 —1.3 —.6 —3.7 15.3 9.7

should be noted again that the changes in the official national income
statistics subsequent to the completion of this model may affect
somewhat the original regression coefficients which have been used
for projection purposes (though not to a serious degree, since the
basic national accounts data used were apparently obtained from
U.S. Income and Output). The record of performance for this period
seems rather poor, especially for the second quarter of 1961 (and is
not particularly improved if the actual values of government expend-
itures and net exports are substituted for the forecast values). The
performance was somewhat better on a semiannual than on a quar-
terly basis, which is consistent with the results obtained from the
Klein and the Duesenberry-Eckstein-Fromm models.

Some Preliminary Short-Term Relationships
That inventory investment plays a key role in short-run cyclical move-
ments in the gross national product or generally in the type of rela-
tively minor cycles experienced since the end of World War II will
come as a surprise to no one. However, it is of interest to investigate
just how important fluctuations in inventory investment have been
as compared to fluctuations in other major types of investment ex-
penditure. A rough simple way of doing this is to relate the quarterly
changes in gross national product to changes in total investment plus
government expenditures, and then separately to changes in this
total less changes in residential — H); less changes
in plant and equipment expenditure, — FE); and, finally, less
changes in inventory investment, — I), all seasonally adjusted
at annual rates in billions of 1954 dollars. These results are then sup-
plemented by adding in appropriate form what we consider to be the
most relevant additional variables for forecasting plant and equip-
ment expenditures, viz., such expenditures anticipated a quarter
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earlier (PEe), and residential construction, viz., housing starts in
hundreds of thousands of units, a quarter earlier (HS_1), to those rela-
tionships in which the current value of these variables is no longer
assumed known. The computed regression equations for the period
from the third quarter of 1951 to the fourth quarter of 1960 (thirty-
seven observations) are shown below, together with the adjusted
coefficients of determination, standard errors of the regression line,
and standard errors of the regression coefficients. This period is
selected in view of the timing of the significant rise in the personal
saving—disposable income ratio (i.e., decline in the consumption ratio
as measured in the national accounts) from the earlier, relatively de-
pressed, post-World War II level to a new and, comparatively stable,
higher level, which suggests that for short-term projection it may be
safer to restrict the usual assumptions relating to stability of struc-
tural relationships (or at least of the short-run consumption function)
to the period starting with mid-1951.

• The following four regressions point to the particularly important
role played by inventory investment in the quarterly fluctuations of
gross national product.
(1) = 2.11 + = 0.90

• (0.08) 39 = 1.8

(2) = 2.31 + — H) = 0.86
(0.10) 39 = 2.2

(3) = 2.22 + — FE) = 0.71

(0.14) 39 = 3.1

(4) = 1.87 + — 1) R2 = 0.22
(0.34) 39 = 5.1

Without positing any direction of causation, it is interesting to ob-
serve that changes in total consumption statistically contribute much
less to changes in gross national product than changes in investment,
of which inventory investment is by far the most important. Thus,
(5) = —2.19 + = 0.72

(0.22) 39 = 3.0

Incidentally, there is virtually no observable simple relationship be-
tween short-term changes in gross national product and those in
government expenditures plus net exports.

The above relationships are only slightly modified if the regressions
are computed for the period from the second quarter of 1953 to the
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fourth quarter of 1960 (thirty-one observations). This shorter span,
in addition, to reflecting a period of comparatively stable savings-
income ratios, is selected to minimize the possible economic irregu-.
larities associated with the Korean War. For the shorter period the
regressions are:
(6) = 2.07 + = 0.92

(0.08) S = 1.7

(7) = 2.24 + — H) 0.88
(0.10) S = 2.2

(8) = 2.15 + l.4M(Z — FE) = 0.77
(0.14) S = 2.9

(9) = 1.81 + — I) = 0.33
(0.40) 5 = 4.9

(10) = —2.47 + = 0.75
(0.23) 5 3.0

It can be seen that with one possible exception the regression and
correlation coefficients show no appreciable change from those com-
puted for the longer period:. The coefficient of iX(Z — I) is higher,
but not significantly so, for the shorter period; and the for this
relationship is somewhat higher, as it is also for the other relation-
ships. Again, the results suggest the predominant importance of a
satisfactory inventory investment relationship in predicting quarterly
changes in gross national product.

Since quarterly data may be subject to large random errors (in-
cluding estimating errors in the national accounts) which are essen-
tially unpredictable at the present stage of our knowledge, it is
desirable to extend all our analyses to semiannual and annual inter-
vals. These results, which cover eighteen observations for the semi-•
annual data and nine observations for the annual data, follow. The
semiannual regressions are:
(11) = 4.12 + = 0.96

(0.08) . S = 2.0

(12) = 4.56 + H) = 0.90
(0.13) 5 = 2.9

(13) = 4.30 + — FE) = 0.80
(0.20) 5 4.2.
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(14) = 3.59+ 1.55Li(Z — I) = 0.35

(0.49) 5 = 7.6
(15) LiY = —5.58 + = 0.88

(0.21) 5 = 3.3

These semiannual relationships have higher correlations and lower
relative standard errors (S divided by the mean absolute value of Y)
with not .too much change in the comparative importance of fluctu-
ations in the different components of gross national product. The
corresponding annual regressions are:
(16) = 7.48 + = 0.96

(0.12) 5 = 2.6

(17) = 8.45 + — H) = 0.84
(0.25) 5 = 5.0

(18) = 7.47 + — PE) = 0.77
(0.39) 5 = 6.1

(19) Y = 7.52 + — 1) = 0.27
(0.65) 5 = 10.8

(20) = —7.37 + = 0.84
(0.31) 5 = 5.0

These annual relationships have correlation coefficients about the
same as, or even lower than, the semiannual, though the relative
standard errors are somewhat further reduced. Again, there is not
much change in the comparative importance of fluctuations of the
major categories of investment in explaining fluctuations in gross
national product, pointing to the critical role played by inventory
investment even in annual changes in over-all economic activity in
the postwar period. Also, even on an annual basis, knowledge of the
change in total investment plus government expenditures, viz.,
permits a comparatively reliable estimate of the change in gross na-
tional product. This is significantly more reliable than the corre-
sponding estimate associated with knowledge of the change in the
much larger figure for total consumption.

It may be noted that adding housing starts (HS_1) and anticipated
plant and equipment expenditures (PEe) to the corresponding quar-
terly regressions of gross national product on total investment less
housing (equations 2 and 7) and on total investment less plant and
equipment expenditures (equations 3 and 8) contributes significantly
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to the explanation of changes in gross national product. For the
longer period (thirty-seven observations) the new equations are:
(21) = 2.30 + — B) + = 0.89

(0.09) (0.31) = 1.9

and

(22) Y = 1.71 + 1.3 — PE) + I = 0.77
(0.13) (0.46) = 2.7

and for the shorter period observations):

(23) = 2.28 + — H) + = 0.90
(0.09) (0.43) = 1.9

and

(24) = 1.49 + — FE) + = 0.86
(0.11) (0.47) = 2.2

where APEe is anticipated plant and equipment expenditures in quar-
ter t (anticipated a quarter earlier) less actual expenditures in quarter
I — 1; and the subscript —1 is used in the equations as a shorthand
expression for t — 1.

Some Short-Term Predictive Models
The maximum amount of information about prospective economic

activity which is normally assumed known in forecasting models is
government expenditures and exports. The first of these variables (or
at least the federal government share) may be regarded as a control
variable giving rise to conditional forecasts, and no one to our knowl-
edge has yet had much success in projecting the second (viz., exports).
We have, therefore, tested a number of very simple quarterly, semi-
annual, and annual models in which only government expenditures
and, for convenience, net exports are assumed known. Since certain
promising bodies of anticipatory data are of recent vintage, and do
not cover the entire period for which the basic models have been
computed, we shall whenever possible relate residuals from the basic
relationships to these anticipatory data in an attempt to determine
whether they add to predictive ability.

The best simple set of "structural" equations which we have been
able to derive so far for explaining quarterly changes in the total and
major components of gross national product over the period from
the beginning of 1953 through the end of 1960 is the following:
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(25) = 1.04 + .3OzXY + = 0.50
(.41) (.07) (.15) 5 = 1.67

(26) = .14 + + = 0.60
(.09) (.12) (.12) 5 = 0.47

(27) — .39 + + Y + Y_,) = 0.71
(.13) (.17) (.015) 5 = 0.65

(28) = 1.96 + Y_i + Y_2) — 1 .02L,
(.58) (.053) (.16)

+ + = 0.59
(.19) (.72) S = 2.08

The identity below completes the model:
(29)

where the new symbols are G', government expenditures plus net
exports, and 0, unfilled orders. Changes with the subscript —1
(i.e., I — 1) are measured from t — 2; and all variables are again
seasonally adjusted at annual rates in billions of 1954 dollars'0
except for HS, which is in hundreds of thousands of units, as previ-
ously noted. The regression coefficients in equations 25 and 27 have
been estimated by a two-stage least-squares procedure. A Y indi-
cates that computed values (from a reduced form discussed subse-
quently) have been used instead of actual values. No Y term has
been used in equation 26, since it adds nothing statistically and in a
quarterly form may not be needed on a priori grounds once HS.1
is included.'1

The + Y_, term in equation 27 gives significantly better
results than either alone and has the theoretical justification that
it assumes that income over a longer time span than a single quar-
ter is relevant to plant and equipment expenditure decisions. It
seems to have an informational content not contained in
and it may be noted that attempts to use accelerator terms (such as

Y, Y1, and more complex accelerators involving average in-
'° Unlike the other variables deflated by the appropriate price indexes drawn from

the national accounts, 0 (and in later regressions the level of sales S and the level of
inventories L) were deflated by the wholesale price index, omitting farm products
and food, converted to a 1954 base. Deflation by the wholesale price index for all com-
modities produced no significant differences in the estimated coefficients.

lilt may be worth noting that the R2 presented for change forms would be expected
to be substantially lower than for the corresponding level forms; so in comparisons of
change and level forms, attention should be directed to the standard errors.
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comes) did not help nearly so much as the income term used, even
though some of these accelerator terms may also serve as a proxy
for unanticipated sales. Attempts to substitute or add other ex-
planatory variables, such as beginning-of-period capacity utilization,
lagged profits, and or to substitute — for =

— PE_1, did not give as satisfactory results.'2 Nor did a direct
measure of unanticipated manufacturing sales help to explain re-
siduals from equation 27 for the short period (starting with the third
quarter of 1959) for which such data were available.

The + Y_2 term in equation 28 again gives better results
than either income alone and relates inventory investment to an
average of two quarters' income. The substitution of business sales
for income gave about the same results; so income was utilized to
simplify the model. Lagged change in inventory investment did not
help at all. The lags used were obtained by empirical investigation.'3
The explanatory variables and are obvious candidates for
inclusion both on theoretical grounds (particularly I_i) and on the
basis of earlier studies. However, is included as a proxy for busi-
ness expectations (which to some extent of course is already reflected
in and for direct evidence on a type of expenditure which may
be associated with inventory investment.

All of the signs of the regression coefficients in these structural
equations are in accordance with theoretical expectations; and given
the standard errors, even the magnitudes of the coefficients are not
too unreasonable. The housing, plant and equipment, and inventory
equations give surprisingly good fits for such quarterly relations,
though they provide comparatively small lead times for forecasting
purposes. The housing equation is further deficient as a structural
relation in view of its omission of income and housing stock vari-
ables, neither of which was useful. The consumption function, how-
ever, is more disappointing; but a number of attempts to improve it
did not help, including the substitution of the more theoretically cor-
rect disposable income or of more complicated averages of current
and past incomes for Y and the addition of cyclical variables.

The residuals from the consumption and inventory equations
(equations 25 and 28) were related to two other major bodies of an-

12 Further work is now in process, substituting a PEe — for the variable
and using first anticipations data in lieu of second anticipations.

A term was also tested in lieu of but did not seem to give as good
results. Cf. Paul G. Darling, "Manufacturers' Inventory Investment, 1947—1958,"
American Economic Review, December 1959, pp. 950—963.
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ticipatory data which have recently been made publicly available—
the Federal Reserve Board—Census Bureau quarterly series on antic-
ipated expenditures on consumer durables and the Department of
Commerce quarterly series on anticipated inventory investment. In
view of the presumed greater importance of explaining inventory
fluctuations, for reasons which have been discussed, the comparative
absence of previous work in integrating inventory anticipations into
models of income determination, and our own time limitations, we
have spent more time on testing the utility of inventory than of con-
sumer anticipations.'4 However, the results in both areas are generally
negative so far as the explanation of residuals from equations 25 and
28 (or from similar equations tested) is concerned. The residuals from
the inventory equation were related to changes in reported and cor-
rected first and second inventory anticipations'5 for each quarter
from the third quarter of 1959, when the series started, to the fourth
quarter of 1960. The resulting regression was then used to determine
whether the information on inventory anticipations helped in the
"prediction" of inventory investment (or, more precisely, in the re-
duction of the residuals between actual change in inventory invest-
ment and that estimated from equation 28) in each of the four quar-
ters of 1961 and the first quarter of 1962. Unfortunately, while the
correlation between inventory residuals and changes in inventory
anticipations is fairly impressive'6 0.51, 0.38, 0.84, and 0.54
for the reported and corrected first anticipations and the correspond-
ing second anticipations, respectively), the inventory anticipations
data do not seem to help at all in the "prediction" of the quarters
noted for 1961 and 1962. On the other hand, the prospects for future
utility Jof inventory anticipations data'7 are enhanced by these posi-

14 We have not tested at all the utility of the consumer anticipations data compiled
by the University of Michigan Survey Research Center, since they are collected only
about twice a year, are not conveniently available, and have been and are being an-
alyzed elsewhere.

15 See Murray F. Foss, "Manufacturers' Inventory and Sales Expectations: A Progress
Report on a New Survey," Survey of Current Business, August 1961, and later issues
of the Survey for the basic data used. The data are seasonally adjusted and were further
price deflated.

16 The changes in inventory anticipations are the = J26 — I_i, and = —

data reported by Commerce, where the superscript 2e refers to the second anticipation
and le to the first anticipation. The attempted deflation of the reported data made
the results worse. Further work is now in process, substituting the corresponding
Je — and also P alone for

The Department of Commerce finds that inventory anticipations explain short-run
fluctuations in inventory investment somewhat better than a regression equation not
unlike the one used here, except for the expectational term (see "Factors Influencing
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tive correlations between changes in the inventory residuals and in
the anticipations series and, also, by the positive simple correlations
between changes in inventory investment and in at least the second
corrected anticipations series for the entire period from the third
quarter of 1959 through the first quarter of 1962 (R2 = 0.01 and 0.71
for the corrected first and second anticipations). Surprisingly, there
is no indication in this analysis, admittedly covering a very short
period of time, that the corrected inventory anticipations data per-
form any better than the reported anticipations data in explaining
deviations from the regressions which relate inventory behavior to
ex post variables. On the other hand, without ex post data, the
predictive value of the second anticipations seems to be definitely
superior to the first anticipations.

A similar analysis was made of the relationship between the re-
siduals from the computed consumption relation (equation 25) and
the Federal Reserve—Census series, starting with the second quarter
of 1959, on plans to buy automobiles within twelve months (as re-
ported two months before the quarter in question).'8 The results here
were less promising than for the inventory anticipations (with an
of zero and no help in the "prediction" of consumption in the four
quarters of 1961 and the first quarter of 1962).

The reduced form for Y which was used to obtain the structural
relations presented above is :19
Manufacturers' inventories," Inventory Fluctuations and Economic Stabilization, Joint
Economic Committee, 87th Cong., 1st sess., December 1961, Part I). However, the
Commerce analysis is confined to manufacturing inventories alone (since trade and
other inventory anticipations are not yet available) and relates to change in book value
rather than to inventory investment as measured in the national accounts. We have
attempted to construct a composite inventory structural equation utilizing anticipations
for the manufacturing sector and the ex post regression for the trade (and other) sectors,
so far without much success.

Another ex post inventory form, recently derived by Paul G. Darling (Inventory
Fluctuations and Economic Stabilization, Part III), does not appear to offer any sig-
nificant improvement in fit or in predictive ability over equation 28. This form, re-
computed for the period from the third quarter of 1951 through the fourth quarter of
1960, yields the following result:

= 19.41 + + + — + .131k — .00009t S = 1.95

where L is the level of inventories and r is a linear time trend variable with 195 1-Ill = 0.
It is quite possible that the deflators we used, as well as the different time period, ac-
count for the somewhat poorer results we obtained with this form as compared with
Darling's findings.

18 See "Quarterly Survey of Consumer Buying Anticipations," Federal Reserve Bulle-
tin, May 1961, and later issues of the Bulletin for the basic data used. The twelve-month
anticipation data were used in an attempt to avoid problems of seasonality.

19 The ex post reduced form for Y obtained by solving the structural equations is:
= 4.03 + + + + —

+ + .24AC_1 + +
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(30) = 4.91 + + + 0.71
(1.36) (.47) (1.42) (.26) 3.69

— + —

(.36) (.37) (.63)
— + 1
(1.29) (1.16)

A Y.....2 term was tested but not used, since the results were somewhat
less satisfactory, probably reflecting a relatively high intercorrelation
with Y_1. Again, attempts to add other explanatory variables,
which we discussed in connection with the structural equations, and
also to improve the fit by breaking down the entire period into re-
cession and nonrecession periods separately, were not particularly
successful. 20 The inventory anticipations help very little and the con-
sumer plans moderately well in explaining deviations between actual
GNP and that implied by equation 30 in the "base" period, thus re-
versing their roles in the relevant structural equations; but, again,
neither helps at all in the "forecast" period.

The signs of the coefficients of all the variables in equation 30 are
in accordance with theoretical expectations with the exception of

and which are not statistically significant and are re-
tained because they help considerably and have the correct signs in
the structural equations. The unsatisfactory results yielded by
and in the reduced form equation for Y are probably ex-
plained by the relatively high intercorrelations of with zX Y_1
and of with and of both with the other variables in-
cluded in the regression. Nevertheless, the standard errors of most of
these coefficients are quite high and the magnitudes of the coeffi-
cients vary considerably in the different forms tested, with that of

generally positive if Y_i is omitted and that of i.IHS_1 gener-
ally positive if is omitted. All the explanatory variables com-
bined are able to explain about seven-tenths of the variance in the
quarterly changes in gross national product. Of the six cyclical turn-
ing points in the fitted period, the model using computed rather than
actual values for the lagged endogenous variables correctly "pre-
dicted" five and led one by a quarter (the 1960 downturn).2' The

20 However, the adjusted standard error of the regression for the recession period
was appreciably smaller than for the period as a whole.

The use of computed rather than actual values for the endogenous variables im-
proved both the "predictions" in the base period and the actual predictions discussed
below, a result consistent with expectations if the model correctly represents the true
structure and if the serial correlation of the endogenous variables is less troublesome
than the random errors. The use of such computed values also is a first step in increasing
the forecasting lead time of the model.
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TABLE 3
COMPARISON OF FORECAST AND ACTUAL VALUES, QUARTERLY, 1961 AND 1962

(billions of 1954 dollars)

First Quarter
1961

Second Quarter
1961

Third Quarter
1961

Fourth Quarter
1961

First Quarter
1962

Second Quarter
1962

Pre-
dicted Actual

Pre-
dicted Actual

Pre-
dicted Actual

Pre-
dicted Actual

Pre-
dicted Actual

Pre-
dicted Actual

AC
AH
APE
Al

1.0
—0.2
—1.5
—2.8
—0.6

—0,6
—1.3
—2.1
—2.3
—3.8

3.2 4.3
0.3 0.9
0.2 0.5
3.3 5.0
6.6 10.0

3.8 3.5
0.7 1.4
1.0 0.9
2.2 1.5
7.5 6.5

5.7
0.7
1.3
1.5

13.2

4.6
0.9
1.1
1.9

13.0

3.1
0.3
0.5

—1.3
3.9

3.3
—1.5

0.1
0.5
4.0

2.8 3.0
—0.2 1.7

0.8 1.4
1.1 —2.2
4.3 3.4

NOTE: All actual figures are as reported in Survey of Current Business, July 1962, and in preliminary release OBE 62—69
of GNP data for the second quarter of 1962.

Sum of individual components including actual figures for AG'.

model did not clearly signal any false turn, though on one occasion
it showed an insignificant decline when the actual change was an
insignificant increase.

The "predictions" from equations 25—29 for the four quarters of
1961 and the first two quarters of 1962 are presented in Table 3.
They were obtained by substituting computed rather than actual
values for the endogenous (lagged as well as current) explanatory
variables in these relationships.22

The forecasts as a whole seem better than those obtained from the
more complex models, though this conclusion is highly tentative,
particularly because the lead times involved in this comparison are
comparatively small and because these forecasts must be considered
largely cx post predictions. For GNP as a whole a significant over-
statement in the first quarter of 1961 is associated with a correspond-
ing understatement in the following quarter, and the directions of
movement are correct in both quarters. The GNP forecasts for the
next four quarters are remarkably good. The most significant pre-
diction errors in the components of GNP consist of the errors for
consumption in the first quarter of 1961 and for inventory investment
and home construction in the first and second quarters of 1962. The
underestimation of inventory investment in early 1962 probably
fleets the anticipated steel strike, and this is more than offset by the
overestimate in the second The first- and second-quarter
errors for home construction are also offsetting, which may partly
reflect deficient seasonaladjustments in either the actual or predicted

It may be noted that the computed values used included 1_i.
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values.23 We have not examined the possibility of other "abnormal"
developments which might help to explain the remaining sizable
errors. Of the major components, the least satisfactory forecasts are
those for housing, largely reflecting the unsatisfactory nature of re-
cent housing starts data; and further work on this relationship is
under way, including the incorporation of data on new housing
permits and other anticipatory housing series.

Since at least part of our lack of success in explaining quarterly
fluctuations in the gross national product and its components may
be attributable to erratic changes (including errors of observation)
which are to some extent offsetting over longer periods of time, it is
quite conceivable that significantly better explanatory and predictive
results might be obtained by lengthening the time unit of analysis
from a quarter to half a year. Semiannual relationships based on
calendar half-years were fitted for the period from the second half of
1951 through 1960 (we went all the way back to 1951 so as to increase
the number of observations—to eighteen). The semiannual relation-
ships for explaining changes in the total and major components of
gross national product generally turn out to be an improvement over
the corresponding quarterly relationships, which is particularly note-
worthy in view of the substantially longer lead times involved in
semiannual "forecasts."24 The best structural relationships obtained
on a semiannual basis are given by equations 31—34:
(31) = 1.95 + + = 0.77

(.71) (.05) (.12) S = 1.82
(32) = .28 + = 0.76

(.15) (.22) S = 0.58
+ — —

(.012) (.09)
(33) = — .81 + .57iXPEe + Y + Y_1) = 0.64

(.39) (.26) (.032) 5 1.21

(34) = .77 + + R2 = 0.44
(1.18) (.09) S 3.24

— .941_i +
(.27) (.83)

28 Offsetting first- and second-quarter errors for 1961 as..well as 1962 are found for
both home construction and plant and equipment expenditures.

241n view of this result, further work is being done ona semiannual forecasting model
based on overlapping half-years in a study by Irwin Friend and Paul Taubman.
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where the time interval for the subscripts is one-half year:
represents the change from the first to the second quarter of the pre-
ceding half year. PEe was derived by averaging the second anticipa-
tion of plant and equipment expenditures for the first quarter of each
half year and the first anticipation for the second quarter at season-
ally adjusted annual rates. The regression coefficients in these equa-
tions have again been estimated by two-stage least squares (from a
reduced form presented below). All the coefficients have signs which
conform to expectations, and their magnitudes seem generally
reasonable.

A comparison of these equations with the quarterly results indi-
cates that the consumption and housing equations are considerably
improved on a semiannual basis, since the correlation coefficients
are significantly higher, and the standard errors are not too much
larger than the corresponding quarterly estimates, though the semi-
annual errors might have been expected to be nearly twice as large.
The consumption function has the same form as the quarterly
relation, though, as would be expected, the short-term marginal
propensity to consume (i.e., the Ycoefficient) is higher in the semi-
annual form.25 The semiannual housing function is different in two
respects from the quarterly form: current income is introduced in
the form of an accelerator term; and a plant and equipment expec-
tation variable is introduced to reflect credit conditions in the hous-
ing market; it is, of course, inversely correlated with accessibility of
credit. This variable has a similar influence in the correspond-
ing equation in the annual model. A different form of the accelerator
in the housing equation, where an average of Y and Y_1 was used
in conjunction with H_1 as explanatory variables instead of Y —

Y_1 gave about equally good results.
The semiannual plant and equipment and inventory equations are

not quite as good statistically as the quarterly results, though they
do have the advantage of a considerably longer lead time for fore-
casting purposes. The form of equation 33 for plant and equipment
is identical with that used in the quarterly relation, but is less satis-
factory in view of the relatively low coefficient of iXPE8, which would
be expected to be close to Equation 33 is significantly improved
if the first two observations, which were distorted by the Korean
War, are eliminated, with the new relation:

25 is higher still in the annual form.
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(35) = —.71 + .64LiPEC + + = 0.80

(.30) (.19) (.024) = 0.90

The semiannual inventory equation is the same as the quarterly form
except that no unfilled orders term is included, since neither a
nor term (nor both together) helped.

The reduced form which was employed in deriving the computed
values for Y used in the above structural equation is :26
(36) = 6.53 + 1.96L1G' + + = 0.80

(1.36) (.45) (.83) (.21) = 4.16

+ — 3.35L1
(1.90) (.67)

A term was tested but not used, since the results were somewhat
less satisfactory, probably because of its intercorrelation with Y_1.

The cyclical turning points are again reasonably well duplicated
by this semiannual model. The "predicted" changes in gross national
product (again in billions of 1954 dollars) calculated from equations
31—34 also appear to compare favorably with the actual figures. This
comparison is presented in Table 4 (with the data as usual at season-
ally adjusted annual rates):

TABLE 4
COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND ACTuAL CHANGES IN GROSS

NATIONAL PRODUCT, SEMIANNUAL, 1961-62
(billions of 1954 dollars)

1961 1962

First Half- YearFirst Half- Year Second Half- Year

Predicted Actual Predicted ActualPredicted Actual

AC 2.5 1.4 8.9 8.0 10.3 7.1
AH 1.0 —1.0 1.7 2.3 0.2 —0.2
APE —1.6 —1.8 1.0 1.7 2.3 1.4
Al —4.2 —1.0 4.8 5.0 2.3 0.3
AY 0.3 0.2 17.5 18.0 18.8 12.9

NOTE: See Table 3 for source of actual data.

The GNP forecast for the first half of 1962 is somewhat too high,
with most of this overestimate reflecting consumption and inven-

ex post reduced form for A Y, obtained by solving the structural equations, is:
= 5.55 + 2.53AG' + 4.12APEe+ .39AY_1 + .35AC_1 + 2.67AHS...1,2 — 2.391_i
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tories. The result for inventories may be due to the threat of the steel
strike and its aftermath. In this semiannual model, the use of com-
puted values for the lagged endogenous variables did not improve
the predictions as much as in the quarterly model. As a result, the
most significant prediction error in the first half of 1961, that for
change in inventory investment, would have been considerably re-
duced and the overestimate of change in gross national product in
the first half of 1962 somewhat reduced, by the substitution of actual
for computed values of the lagged endogenous variables in obtaining
predictions from the structural equations.

In view of the few observations available no test of the inventory
and consumer anticipations data in explaining residuals from these
semiannual equations was attempted.

On an annual basis, the time period covered by our analysis (viz.,
1951—60) is too brief to permit any definitive conclusions. However,
it may be useful to present the most interesting relationships obtained
for explaining annual fluctuations in gross national product. The best
statistical fits were associated with the following system of structural
equations:

(37) = 3.61 + + .O7iXC_1 = 0.90
(.05) (.11) 5 = 1.69

(38) = .46 + — = 0.91
(0.25) (.08) S = 0.56

(39) = .10 + + . — Y_1) = 0.95
(.03) (.01) 5 = 0.75

(40) = .11 — 1 + .1 i' + = 0.92
(0.17) (.05) (.21) 5 = 1.43

where all coefficients except those in equation 38 have been estimated
by the method of two-stage least squares.

Before discussing the implications of the above system, we may
briefly consider the estimated reduced form for Y used in deriving
the two-stage least-squares estimates :27

The ex post reduced form for Y, obtained by solving the structural equations, is:
= 14.76 + ± — + + 5.76M1S_114 — 3.591_i
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(41) = 33.02 + + = 0.97
(0.90) (1.19) = 2.28

+ — —

(.26) (1.45) (7.52)

— —

(1.22) (.31)

In view of the number of observations available, of course, the num-
ber of variables barely allows estimate of this relationship. Alterna-
tive reduced forms were obtained with lower standard errors (viz.,
the substitution of for but the corresponding struc-
tural equations were considerably poorer from both economic and
statistical points of view.

The symbols in the above equations are self-explanatory (note that
a lag of one period refers to a year) with the exception that
refers to the first differences in anticipated plant and equipment ex-
penditures for the year t (as reported at the beginning of that year),

is the change in housing starts between the last two quarters
of the previous year, and represents the difference between un-
filled orders at the beginning of years t and t — 1.

While the fit is apparently quite satisfactory in the reduced form,
there are only nine observations (and only one degree of freedom),
the signs of several of the regression coefficients seem incorrect, and
the constant term appears unusually large.28 In the structural equa-
tions, on the other hand, the theoretically expected signs are ob-
tained for all regression coefficients, the coefficients seem reasonable
and are consistent with the quarterly and semiannual results, and
the standard errors are quite low. Although it appears in the reduced
form, a term is not shown in the inventory equation, since its
coefficient was close to zero and completely insignificant in this
structural form.

The housing function again employs as a proxy variable for
credit availability, but neither change in current income nor an accel-

In view of these results in the reduced form, which are probably due, at least in
part, to intercorrelations among the exogenous variables, an alternative form with
several of the suspect variables removed (and thus with more degrees of freedom) is
given below:

= 21.86 — .39AY_1 + + 3.83APE8 — = 0.85
(.37) (0.69) (0.74) (1.79) S = 4.85

Here, the signs are correct except for the Y_1 term, which is insignificant.
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erator term helped. In the annual data an accelerator term in the
plant and equipment equation, unlike the case of quarterly and semi-
annual data, is of considerable help, probably because of the longer
time periods involved. This accelerator term may also serve as a
proxy for unanticipated sales. The use of in the inventory equa-
tion as an expectational or cyclical indicator also proved to be quite
helpful, and the resultant standard error is fairly satisfactory.

It is interesting to note that anticipated plant and equipment ex-
penditure is consistently a well-behaved and important explanatory
variable in this annual model. In the housing equation, lagged hous-
ing starts proved a much stronger variable than lagged housing
investment although the appropriate lag for housing starts
is, not surprisingly, less than a year.

Equations 37 to 40 were used to "predict" change in gross national
product for 1961 and 1962. Actual values of the lagged endogenous
variables were employed in the predictions because they seem to give
fully as good predictions as computed values and the potential time
advantage of computed values is not so important in the annual data.
The predicted changes in gross national product and components for
1961 compared with the actual values for 1961 as well as the predicted
changes for 1962 (all in billions of 1954 dollars) are presented in
Table 5.

TABLE 5
COMPARISON OF PREDICTED ANI) ACTUAL CHANGES
IN GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT, ANNUAL, 1961—62

(billions of 1954 dollars)

1961 1962

Predicted Actual Predicted Actual

til

5.9
—0.3
—2.6
—3.6

3.9

6.0
—0.0
—1.1
—1.6

7.7

18.0
0.2
4.8
5.0

32.6

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

NOTE: See Table 3 for source of actual data. is estimated at $4.5 billion (in 1954
dollars) for I 962.

The predicted change in Y for 1961 proved to be somewhat too
low, owing to consistent underestimates of investment components;
but the sign of the change is correct in each case. With data available
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through the second quarter of 1962, the "predicted" gross national
product for 1962 seems reasonably satisfactory, although in all likeli-
hood it will prove too high. Based upon the assumption of modest
increases in government expenditures (mainly state and local govern-
ment) and no change in net exports for the remaining quarters of the
year, the predicted change implies a 1962 GNP of $480.5 billion in
1954 dollars, or about $562 billion in current dollars (assuming a
1 per cent increase in prices over 1961).

It may be noted that revised national income estimates as of July
1962 were used in the predictions, although no adjustments were
made in the equations. Predictions for 1961 based upon previously
released values for the lagged endogenous values were somewhat
better. The use of computed values for the lagged endogenous vari-
ables also improved the prediction for 1961 but resulted in an increase
in the apparent overestimate of GNP for 1962.

While the annual results must be used with particular caution,
they suggest that it is no more difficult to explain or "predict" an-
nual than semiannual fluctuations in gross national product. The
annual Y multiplier for of over 4 implied by the model, i.e.,
the change in GNP associated with a unit change in plant and equip-
ment expectations, seems rather high, as do the semiannual and
quarterly multipliers for and to a lesser extent, the corre-
sponding multipliers for However, reflects the effects of
changing business expectations generally. Finally, it might be noted
that limited-information estimates of the coefficients of the annual
model were not nearly so satisfactory as the estimates presented.

Supplementary Comments and Tentative Conclusions
For short-run prediction of the gross national product, the most ob-
vious deficiency in the simple models which have been presented is
the assumption that government expenditures plus net exports is
known. Consequently, these models permit only conditional fore-
casts. We shall not discuss in this paper the attempts that have been
made by others to fill in this gap, of which probably the most im-
portant work for short-term forecasting relates to the use of budget-
ary and related data (as well as the recent trend in outlays) to predict
federal expenditures on goods and services.29 However, it should be
noted that the substitution of government expenditures plus gross

See Murray Brown and Paul Taubman, "A Forecasting Model of Government
Purchases," Journal of the American Statistical Association, September 1962.
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exports for the government expenditures plus net exports variable,
on the grounds that it is more reasonable to treat the former than
the latter as exogenous, does not change appreciably the results of
the quarterly analysis.

Another potentially significant deficiency of the models presented
here for short-run prediction of the gross national product is the
absence of tax variables and relationships. Clearly, the impact of
major changes in tax rates may be substantial and should be allowed
for if they occur. We have constructed simple quarterly models with
consumption related to disposable income and the latter to the gross
national product but are not presenting them here, since we plan to
do much more with them and so far they offer no improvement over
the results presented (in a period, of course, of relatively small
changes in tax rates). We also plan to do more with monetary vari-
ables.

Turning to the substantive (albeit highly tentative and admittedly
inconclusive) results treated in this paper, the simple quarterly model
we have tested seems to do at least as well as the more complex
models, though much more exploration and testingof this hypothesis
is required and planned. Semiannual and apparently also annual
models are somewhat more successful than quarterly models, even
though they entail forecasts for substantially longer periods ahead.
It should be noted that in all of these predictions, at least one and
one-half months of the period being projected would normally have
elapsed before the forecasts coUld be made, which is a significant
limitation of the quarterly model presented.

Limited tests of the predictive value of key series on business and
consumer anticipations within the context of complete short-run
models of income determination point to plant and equipment antic-
ipations as the one stellar performer in all of the quarterly, semi-
annual, and annual analyses carried out. Business inventory antici-
pations and consumer automobile purchase plans do not seem to
contribute significantly to the explanation of fluctuations in gross
national product in these simple models, though the former appear
to offer somewhat more promise. It should be stressed that apparently
significant results can be obtained from these two series, but that
these results are not at all stable from one set of regressions to
another; equally good results can be obtained by the use of objective
ex post variables alone. If housing starts and unfilled orders data are
also included as anticipatory (though not anticipations) data, it may
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be noted that they also add to the forecasting ability of the short-run
models but, particularly for unified orders, not so strongly nor so
consistently as the plant and equipment anticipations series.

Obviously, this paper has only scratched the surface in exploring
the subject of optimal short-run forecasting models. We are in the
process of testing the utility of many other bodies of anticipations
data (and of other anticipatory series such as stock prices) and even-
tually hope to experiment with appropriate models for different time
periods when certain types of data may not be available. Even with
the anticipatory series tested in this paper, much more work is neces-
sary before reasonably definitive conclusions can be drawn. In the
meantime, without too strong preconceptions, we invite a comparison
of the predictive ability of these simple models for the period ahead
with the alternatives currently available.

LAWRENCE R. KLEIN, University of Pennsylvania
Straightforward forecasting is one among many possible applica-

tions of econometric models. It is to be expected that Friend and
Jones might find a model of smaller dimension than most major
models now being used in this country and throughout the world
that forecasts well. Indeed, an extensive empirical effort might un-
cover one with higher sample correlations and better ex post extrap-
olations than can be found in the models whose usefulness they are
questioning.

The objectives of econometric model construction are manifold:
(1) to explain the structure of the economy, (2) to give empirical
content to theory, (3) to try to solve the mystery of the business cycle,
and (4) to guide alternative economic policy decisions. A model that
has a fine empirical record in sample correlations and ex post fore-
casting may serve these broader ends poorly.

One of the reasons for making models complicated is to try to
explain economic events that have no place in the Friend-Jones
models. Forecasting is one of the objectives, and the forecasting of
prices, interest rates, employment, unemployment, factor shares,
wage rates, etc., is a problem of great interest. Success has not been
uniformly good in these areas, but they certainly warrant a major
effort. To do the things that we want to do, it is inevitable that sys-
tems will have to be large and complicated, whether we are interested
in forecasting or in a wider range of problems. It seems to me that
being against the inclusion, in models of such things as production
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functions, demand-for-labor equations, labor market adjustment
equations, and interest rate and price equations is like being against
motherhood, the family, and all the widely accepted social customs
of our world.

Econometric research will actually trend toward just the opposite
of simplicity. Bigger, more detailed, and more complex models are
being constructed. They will dominate the field because they will
give much more information and allow us to tackle a larger number
of problems than their predecessors. The econometric model project
of the Social Science Research Council's Committee on Economic
Stability, drawing upon the combined research efforts of many differ-
ent econometricians with varying backgrounds, veered immediately
in the direction of building a big model with much sector detail. It
will dwarf the models considered large in the present discussion.
The consensus of professional opinion is clearly the opposite of
Friend and Jones's.

Apart from the desire to display or analyze variables that can oniy
be studied in the context of a large model, experience has shown that
there is a positive advantage in having a detailed model. An economy
as complex as ours shows heterogeneous dynamic movements. Some-
times one sector is strong; sometimes another. In a large, detailed
system it is possible to have compensating errors. In fact, our fore-
casting experience has frequently shown this. It is not accidental that
strengths in some sectors are offset by weaknesses elsewhere. Insofar
as GNP forecasting is concerned, a detailed model frequently comes
out better for these reasons.

Is the Friend-Jones model really so simple? Their model consists
of four equations and an identity. These four are the most powerful
among those contributing to the explanation of GNP, on the demand
side, in my larger model; therefore, I am not at all surprised that the
model appears to work fairly well. Surely they will not object to an
endogenous treatment of foreign trade, even if exports have to be
assigned a predetermined value in forecasting since they depend on
overseas variables. Incidentally, the export equation might add much
to our understanding of the functioning of the economy without
contributing a great deal, as a relationship, to individual forecasts.
Surely they will not object to explicit treatment of taxes. Given a
few more innocent complications like these, and their model will not
be simple any more. These changes ought not to impair forecasting
ability and might help. Any number of differences like this between
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their model and more complex models have this same property; i.e.,
they should not impair the forecasting ability; they might improve
it; they promote economic understanding.

In recent periods the American economy has fallen into the
Keynesian pattern in the sense that the short-run "supply of output
accommodates itself to demand for output." The American situation
has not always been like this since the end of World War II; it was
often not like this before the war; and it will not always be this way.
A more universal model is needed. The larger United States models
parallel similar large-scale efforts in Canada, the United Kingdom,
Holland, Japan, and a number of other countries where econometric
methods are being introduced for model-building purposes. We are
searching for more universal schemes than one like the Friend-Jones
model, which has a very limited scope of applicability.

The same anticipatory variables that Friend and Jones find power-
ful in their forecasting model were already explicitly introduced in
models they criticize—orders, housing starts, investment anticipa-
tions, and others. These variables are powerful in short-run forecasts
but have brief lead times; therefore, Friend and Jones cannot look
far ahead in the future; but this is of critical importance in useful
forecasting. In at least one respect, my own model is enlarged because
of an attempt to make order variables endogenous and to generate
them within the system. The work of Robert Eisner (reported at this
conference) and Dale Jorgensen hold much promise for the genera-
tion of investment intentions. Similarly, Sherman Maisel, in his work
on the Social Science Research Council project, has developed equa-
tions for housing starts. If Friend and Jones build a more useful
model capable of looking further ahead, they will soon find that
their imagined simplicity has vanished.

Another limitation of the Friend-Jones model is that it does not
lend itself well to simulation studies. The Klein-Goldberger model
achieved some very respectable successes in the strict field of fore-
casting, but I would regard the most significant application of that
model to be the Adelman-Adelman simulation.' To estimate a model,
complicated as it may be, and to propagate random shocks through
it in a pattern that faithfully duplicates America's 100-year business
cycle history gives, in my opinion, great insight into the cyclical
process. It deals with important matters of business cycle theory and

1 Irma Adelman and Frank L. Adelman, "The Dynamic Properties of the Klein-
Goldberger Model," Economefrica, October 1959, pp. 596—625.
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suggests possible interpretations. Simple models are not suitable here,
especially if they rely heavily on anticipatory variables that cannot
be generated over the course of the simulation run.

For my tastes, the Friend-Jones approach has too much of pure
empiricism and not enough theory or other a-priori information.
Rigid following of the size of correlation coefficients and of t-ratios
of individual estimates, as well as ex post forecasting, are seriously
overdone in their paper. Even on the interpretation of signs, I cannot
agree. Who is to say what is the correct sign of the factorial income
distribution coefficient in the equations of demand for particular
components of consumption? There is very good a-priori reason to
include interest and demographic variables in equations of housing
demand. There will be genuine forecasting occasions when they might
wish they had such variables in their relationship.

As cx post forecasts, the Friend-Jones results are good. As for the
standards that they will have to meet in real tests of predictions, the
forecasting success of the Klein-Goldberger model and its successor
is much better presented in Daniel B. Suits' recent article than in the
piece to which they refer.2 In such references it is hard to bring out
the dramatic pressures put on the genuine forecaster who makes a
public statement, based on a complicated model result, such as we
found in the recession of 1953—54 or the recovery of 1961.

As I mention in my reply to Franco Modigliani at this conference,
the marginal income coefficient in the equation for consumer durables
demand now appears to be too high. In a re-estimation of the model
with revisions of this coefficient, the forecasts of 1961 would be
better. The 1962 forecasts, which are only just being checked for the
first time, were too high for GNP, but the degree of overestimation
(in genuine forecasting) was considerably reduced by changing this
coefficient.

These comments have been largely centered around my own
models, which come in for criticism by Friend and Jones. I would
say that the criticism of the Duesenberry-Eckstein-Fromm model is
largely misplaced. That is not a complicated alternative. It has hardly
more behavioral relationships than does the Friend-Jones model.
Besides the inventory and consumption equations, it has only rela-
tionships between personal income and GNP and between personal
income and disposable income. In addition to a number of technical

2 "Forecasting with an Econometric Model," American Economic Review, March
1962, pp. 104—132.
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fiscal relations, the main relations are those dealing with corporate
saving, capital consumption, profits, and inventory revaluation. I
would classify this model, in terms of complexity, with the Friend-
Jones model. The two will be more similar in this respect if the latter
introduce taxes and transfers explicitly. As to the Gallaway-Smith
model, even Friend and Jones describe it as "extremely simple."
How can the main point of the latter authors be demonstrated or
proved by reference to this system?

COMMENT
F. THOMAS JUSTER, National Bureau of Economic Research

The paper presented by Friend and Jones is a report on work still
in the formative stage. Their preliminary research is based on the
premise that highly multivariable models are not likely, at least at
present, to predict more accurately than much simpler ones, and that
simpler ones have the further advantage that an optimal combination
of variables is easier to find and test. This premise implies that a
high level of aggregation is desirable in a forecasting model; con-
sumption, for example, is treated as a single homogeneous category
in all of their tests. Like most people I would prefer to deal with
simple rather than complex model systems, perhaps because it is
easier to trace the basic cause of a poor forecast in the simpler models.
But I would have thought that the weight of recent empirical and
analytical investigations pointed in the other direction—that more,
not less, disaggregation is necessary, and that more rather than less
complex forms represented a move in the direction of realistic speci-
fication of behavior relationships.' However, as the authors point
out, the proof of the pudding is in the eating.

The appropriate criteria for determining what constitutes a "good"
forecasting model are discussed in a brief review of some current
models. It seems to me that Friend and Jones have ambiguous feelings

'I have added to my comments on the original Friend-Jones paper. Footnotes to my
original comments represent additions, and are based mainly on the Friend-Jones Reply.

The evidence I had in mind here is the vast array of cross-section studies, relating
both to households and business firms, which suggest rather strongly that disaggregation
would improve the explanation of both saving and investment decisions by economic
units. It does not follow, of course, that a time series prediction model incorporating
these complexities will do better than one that ignores them—--certainly not at the present
time, and perhaps not in the foreseeable future. My own judgment would be, however,
that prediction models will continue to be seriously in error (on occasion) until the
models begin to describe decisions with realistic behavioral variables rather than with
proxy variables that perform reasonably well most of the time.
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about this matter. They start by saying quite plainly that ability, to
predict is the only really satisfactory test of a forecasting model,
making appropriate adjustments for conditional forecasts if assumed
and actual conditions diverge. In other parts of the paper, I get the
impression that improvements in the fit for the base period are of
some importance in determining a proper model; and some attention
—far too little in my view—is given to the presence or absence of
economically satisfactory (i.e., logically tenable) signs for regression
coefficients.

At one level, this problem is not particularly interesting. Suppose
that forecasting model "A" provides a near perfect fit for the past
and that all its terms are consistent with firmly established theoretical
preconceptions. On the other hand, "B" shows a worse fit for the
past, but its theoretical basis is equally sound. If B persistently fore-
casts more accurately than A, it seems obvious that B is a better
model. The difficulty lies with the word "persistently." Does a better
record for the only two available forecast periods constitute a reason-
able test? Does it make any difference whether the forecast period
involves sharp changes in the level of GNP or no change in GNP?
On the whole, I have the feeling that Friend and Jones (in this paper,
at any rate) have given far too much attention to the improvement
in prediction that results from adding this or that variable, and far
too little to testing alternative models that involve competitive but
internally consistent hypotheses about behavior.2 This impression may
be incorrect, since their paper is a progress report and, hence, is in-
complete. But the tone of the paper is that prediction is what counts;
and this position, while correct in the sense of being a necessary
condition for virtue in a forecasting model, seems to me essentially
misleading. Let me illustrate more specifically what I have in mind.

Friend and Jones contrast two models, identical except that one
incorporates the recent Commerce series on businessmen's (subjec-
tive) inventory anticipations and the other does not. The inventory

2 In their Reply, Friend and Jones say that "the simple point, which we do discuss
at some length (and which, as Juster illustrates, is frequently overlooked), is that it is
relatively easy to get good fits and much more difficult to get good forecasts." (Paren-
theses added.) Agreed, except for the clause in parentheses, but why is this the case?'
I would be inclined to argue that the basic reason is an unwillingness on the part of
model-builders to impose theory on their model, in that variables of obvious relevance
and importance are left out if a structural regression with the appropriate sign for them
cannot be had. But if the variable is clearly relevant, the real difficulty must be that the
structural equation is improperly specified. Having expressed all this in somewhat ex-
cathedra form, I freely confess that I have no practical solution to offer.
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anticipations variable greatly improves the fit for 1959 and 1960
(a hindcast period) but does not improve 1961 predictions. Their
procedure involves regressing inventory anticipations against the
GNP residuals from a model (equation 16) that already includes
actual inventory investment in period t — 2 and the change in both
unfilled orders and business sales between t — 1 and t — 2.

Perhaps inventory anticipations really do not improve predictions
of the quarterly change in GNP, but I do not see how it can be known
by this test. To begin with, the first three quarters of 1961 may not
constitute a reasonable test period. I have no real objection to its
length, although everyone, including the authors, would doubtless
prefer a longer one. But whatever is causing the model to generate
numbers different from actual GNP during this period may have
nothing to do with inventory change. If the inventory anticipations
improve predictions of inventory change (Ii) but knowing does not
help much (for this period) in predicting the change in GNP, one
can hardly say that the model is not improved.

In the second place, and more important in my judgment, the
authors seem to me to have given too much weight to the numbers
and too little weight to theorizing in deciding whether the model is
improved and which variables are necessary. Inventory anticipations
are presumably based on something. To have real content they must
be based on implicit forecasts of sales, on production schedules based
on these forecasts, and on the current inventory level. If this is the
case, why use both inventory anticipations and the combination of
actual inventory change, lagged change in orders, and lagged change
in sales to explain The latter are the objective variables most
closely associated with while the former is an alternative (subjec-
tive) forecast of 12. If the anticipations constitute a conditional fore-
cast of inventory change based on assumptions about production and
sales, the appropriate model would have the form

= (S — (P — F)],

where is anticipated change in inventory; S is anticipated sales;
S, actual sales; F, production scheduled in the light of current inven-
tory and anticipated sales; and F, actual production. I do not see the
point in simply inserting into a model that already purports to
explain actual and, hence, I. itself.3

81n their Reply, Friend and Jones argue that the rationale for including both inven-
tory anticipations themselves and the (cx post) data on which the anticipations must
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Somewhat similar treatment is accorded the other recent body of
subjective anticipatory data—the FRB-Census survey of automobile
buying intentions. Here Friend and Jones find that the intentions
data do not help to explain residuals from their GNP hindcast during
1959 and 1960, nor do they improve 1961 predictions. But the only
substantial quarterly changes in sales of durables during the 1959—6 1
period—to which the intentions series ought to be related if it is of
any use—occurred in the first and second quarters of 1961. The only
noticeable changes in the intentions series during the 1959—61 period
are increases between the third and fourth quarters of both 1959 and
1960, followed by declines in the first quarter of the respective years.
These are almost certainly seasonal movements; hence, the series
shows little actual variation to date. Since it is clearly not possible
to explain residuals or anything else with a series which consists (as
it should) of essentially random numbers during the period when it
has been available, it seems to me that the test must be inconclusive.

The analysis of these subjective anticipations or intentions variables
in the Friend-Jones paper is exclusively concerned with examination
of time series relationships, presumably on the grounds that a time
series model is obviously needed for prediction. My own judgment
is that any substantial improvement in forecasting models obtained
by including these kinds of variables depends on achieving a much
better understanding of the way in which anticipations are related to
behavior. And it seems to me unlikely that much will be learned
from time series about the interrelationships between actual invest-
ment, on the one hand, and business investment intentions, sales
expectations, and actual sales on the other—or between purchases
of consumer durables and consumer buying intentions, associated
expectations, and outcome; or between inventory changes and inven-
tory anticipations, unfilled orders, expected sales, and actual sales.
Much more analysis of cross-section data seems essential if any of

have been based is that "the ex pose variables may be necessary to take account of
firms that do not do serious jobs of budgeting" while "anticipated inventory invest-
ment . . . may very well have an informational content that e x post variables do not
have." It still seems to me that this procedure serves to introduce a sort of statistical
haze over what may be a very useful set of relations. If inventory anticipations mean
one thing for firms that undertake serious budgeting and another for firms that do not,
fine. But then the appropriate model has a disaggregated inventory function consisting
of one structural equation for type A firms and a quite different one for type B firms.
What has been gained by getting coefficients that represent averages for both sets of
firms combined?

Incidentally, I knew that one of the authors had previously made use of the kind of
analysis suggested by my comments. But I had supposed that the comments were to be
directed to the paper presented at this conference.
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these kinds of relationships are ever to be usefully incorporated into
forecasting models. The alternative is to let enough time elapse so
that sufficient variance is generated to permit reliable use of time
series tests. Many of these variables, especially those relating expec-
tations and outcomes to the fulfillment of plans or intentions, are
likely to be of little use most of the time. Their values are typically
fairly close to the mean, and it is possible that only substantial de-
partures from the mean are of any consequence for. behavior. But if
such variables occasionally exhibit extreme values and if they do in
fact have an association with behavior, models that fail to incorporate
them will perform badly during some periods—even though most of
the time such variables will fail to imprOve predictions. In sum, I
would argue that (subjective) anticipatory data cannot be effectively
incorporated into forecasting models without extensive use of cross
sections to decide whether and how these variables relate to spending
decisions. Once we know whether and how, e.g., investment plans
are altered when sales diverge from expectations, this relationship
can be incorporated into a forecasting model. But the whether and
how, as well as adequate tests of alternative hypotheses, are simply
not obtainable from time series.

Let me turn now to some specific points in the empirical results.
Early in the paper the authors examine the question of which expend-
iture sectors are most closely associated with changes in GNP.
Appropriate classification of GNP into sectors that, in old-fashioned
terminology, are mainly induced or mainly autonomous (with respect
to GNP) is obviously useful if forecasting is the goal, since the in-
duced sectors do not need to be independently explained. Friend
and Jones run regressions that relate to the latter being
the combined change in private investment, government spending,
and net foreign investment, and then to

— Ipe), — Ih), —

and so forth. explains some 90 per cent of the variance in
for the quarterly data, somewhat more for semiannual or annual
series. Removing particular investment sectors from always re-
duces the association with GNP, the biggest drop occurring when

— is the independent variable; the same pattern is shown by
all the series—quarterly, semiannual, and annual.

It is not at all clear to me what these data show. Friend and Jones
make two points: (1) these results underline the important role of
inventory accumulation in the fluctuations of GNP; (2) knowledge
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of would permit very reliable estimates of and these
estimates would be significantly more reliable than those obtained
from knowledge of the (much larger, in absolute terms) change in
consumption, One is left with the impression—perhaps wrongly
—that consumption need not be of much concern in the design of a
satisfactory forecasting model. Instead, effort should be concentrated
on trying to explain movements in the sectors that traditionally were
thought to be the cause of changes in GNP, especially government
expenditures, inventory investment, and plant and equipment invest-
ment.

Two comments are in order. First, the only clear evidence that
changes in a given spending sector may be the cause, rather than the
consequence, of a change in income consists of an observed low cor-
relation with income change. If inventory change is uncorrelated with
income change it obviously cannot be a consequence of income
change; if it is highly correlated no analytical conclusion is possible.
By this criterion changes in L and G are clearly causes of GNP
change, while FE and consumer durables could be either. Secondly,
it seems to me that this problem can be investigated with sharper
analytical and statistical tools. The procedure, which is described
below, grew out of discussions with Gary Becker and Jacob Mincer.

Suppose we divide GNP into a number of component sectors—
A, B, and R. Assume that we know on a priori grounds that A is
wholly autonomous with respect to GNP; A might be government
spending, for example. Also on a-priori grounds, we know or are
willing to assume that R is wholly induced by GNP; for example, R
might be consumer expenditures on nondurable goods. We are inter-
ested in whether the B sector is induced, autonomous, or partly both.
The simplest procedure is to estimate coefficients for the following
regressions:
(1.0) R = b0 + b1A + b2B + u1

(1.1) A=a0+a1R+a2B+u2
If B is wholly induced by GNP it is completely substitutable

for R, which is known to be wholly induced; in that case a dollar
increase in B will be associated with a dollar decrease in R, holding
A constant, and b2 will be —1. If B is wholly autonomous, on the
other hand, a dollar increase in B will be associated with an increase
in R—the amount depending on the size of the multiplier—and b2
will be positive and equal to k — 1, where k is the multiplier. Further,
the coefficients of A and B will be the same, because both will be
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associated with the same amount of change in R and hence in GNP.
I am assuming that a dollar change in expenditures that are wholly
autonomous with respect to GNP will have the same multiplier re-
gardless of the character of the change. This assumption may not be
entirely realistic, although its validity does not depend on the presence
or absence of complex interrelationships among the several expendi-
ture sectors. In effect, A and B are perfect substitutes if B is wholly
autonomous, while B and R are perfect substitutes if B is wholly
induced. If B is partly induced but has some autonomous element,
b2 will be somewhere between b1 and —1.

Equation 1.1 serves as a check on the b2 coefficient in equation 1.0,
since b2 will be a biased estimate if u1 is correlated with any of the
other variables. In equation 1.1, a1 and a2 will be both positive and
of equal size if B is wholly induced, while a2 will have a value of —1
if B is wholly autonomous. Estimates of a1 and a2 supplement the
information provided by b1 and b2, and facilitate a better judgment
as to the relative importance of induced and autonomous elements.4

' Friend and Jones correctly point out that my criterion for isolating autonomous
(my terminology, not theirs) expenditure sectors depends on the proposition that
"sectors" have been defined in a meaningful rather than an arbitrary way. If, for exam-
ple, PE is in fact wholly induced by GNP, "FE in the petroleum industry" may well
appear to be autonomous. The problem they raise is a real one, although as a practical
matter it seems manageable. In their illustration, to take a case in point, if AD really
appeared to be autonomous vis-à-vis AGNP solely because of the ilegative correlation
between AD and AN (in which case the appropriate consumption sector is AD + AN)
this fact would show up quite clearly in a multiple regression of AN on AD and AZ
(where is AGNP — AD — AN), as noted in my comments. In such a situation the
coefficient of AD would presumably be —1.

I have no particular quarrel with the reservations expressed by Friend and Jones
about the bias in estimates obtained by my suggested procedures. Whether my pro-
cedure or theirs is more useful, I leave to the judgment of the reader. Incidentally, my
reference to I, as a cause of income change, given my criteria, may be incorrect, but it
certainly was not an oversight! For quarterly data over the period 111—1950 to Ill—
1960, the correlation between (AGNP — AZ) and various expenditure sectors is as
follows (where AZ is defined as in the Friend-Jones paper except that consumer durables
have been included):

X1—AGNP—AZ
= AD = consumer durables change

Al1 = change in gross private investment less change in inven-
tory investment

A'4 = Al = change in inventory investment
X5 AG' = change in government spending on goods and services

plus change in net foreign investment
b12 = .29, r?2 = .16
b1, = .32, = .17

.11, = .11
b15 = .06, r?5 = .01

The best candidates for autonomous (vis-à-vis GNP) sectors are clearly X4 and X5,
that is, change in inventory investment and change in G'.
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This procedure essentially constitutes a test of whether a particular
component of GNP can be better substituted for that GNP compo-
nent known to be wholly autonomous or for that component known
to be wholly induced. If no a-priori knowledge is available, the test
cannot tell us anything except that components A and B are substi-
tutes, C and D are substitutes, and A and B are complementary to
C and D. We cannot determine whether A and B are autonomous
or induced, and similarly for C and D.

For quarterly data covering the same period as the paper, one such
test shows the following results:

(1.0) = b0 + + + + U1

(1.1) = a0 + — .362L11 + + u2

where = change in government spending on goods and services
plus net foreign investment

= change in gross private domestic investment
= change in consumer durable goods expenditures
= change in [GNP — (G' + I + D)]

all in current prices.
I would interpret these results as indicating that there are autono-

mous and induced elements in both D and I, with the latter having
relatively more of an autonomous and less of an induced element.
In equation 1.0, the coefficients of D, I, and G' are all positive, indi-
cating that expenditure changes in these sectors, net of each other,
are all associated with changes in the same direction for the R sector;
hence, all these sectors contain a strong autonomous element. The
coefficients of D and I are less than G'; hence, these sectors are ap-
parently not quite so autonomous as G'. In equation 1.1, I and G'
are partial substitutes; since G' is known to be autonomous, I must
have a strong autonomous component. The D coefficient is positive
but is considerably below the coefficient for the (wholly induced) R
sector; hence, D appears to be partly autonomous, although evi-
dently not so much so as I. Both equations rank the sectors G', I,
and D in that order with respect to the relative importance of autono-
mous components. In connection with a current National Bureau
project, I plan to do additional empirical work on this question.

My final comment relates to the form in which the anticipatory
variable is introduced in the change equations. This variable
appears in a long list of equations (3, 16, 19, 24, 27, 28, 29, 32, 34)
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and represents the only real anticipatory variable—as distinct from
lagged forms—that the authors found of much use. Unfortunately,
even this variable may not really help, since their regression 3,

Y = 2.20 + — FE) +
(14) (.39)

contains a spurious positive correlation between Y and LIPEe. The
latter is defined as (PEt — that is, is anticipated invest-
ment in plant and equipment for period t less actual investment in
the preceding period. But, adding and subtracting PEE, we get,
(2.0) = PE — + — PEE;

combining the two terms in the middle,
(2.1) = (PEg — PEg_i) + (PE1
or
(2.2) = + (PE —

That is, the change in anticipated spending on plant and equipment
during t is equal to the actual change in plant and equipment expendi-
tures plus the difference between anticipated and actual expend-
itures in t. Even if the second term in equation 2.2 has a covariance
of zero (anticipated and actual being entirely unrelated), SPEc might
still be correlated with Y if the first term has a strong enough
correlation with Y.5 It is hard to tell whether the spurious element in

is strong enough to force a statistically significant relationship
with where none really exists—it depends on the relative size
of the variances of and PE — PEE. I would originally have
thought that the spurious element would not be strong enough be-
cause is a fairly good predictor of PEE, but the• coefficient of

is barely twice its standard error even with the aid of a spurious
element.6

I gather from the Reply that Friend and Jones do not agree that their variable
contains a spurious correlation with the dependent variable Y. First, the availability
of "completely reliable anticipatory data for every sector . . . so that = Y" leads
to the conclusion, not that the correlation between Y° and Y is "entirely spurious,"
but that Y — = 0, hence, that there is in fact no spurious element. Second, my ob-
jection to the Friend-Jones procedure is that one simply cannot tell whether is
really helping to predict Y, because of the way they have chosen to define If one
explains Y by the Friend-Jones variable SPEd, both sides of the equation turn out to
contain the common element hence, the observed correlation has a spurious ele-
ment of unknown strength. If and are perfectly correlated, the spurious element
is nil; if the two are wholly uncorrelated, the spurious element accounts for all of the
observed correlation. And if the truth is somewhere between, as it doubtless is, one
cannot say anything.

In the revised version of the paper the coefficient of (equation 22) has grown
to where it is now about three times its standard error.
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REPLY by Irwin Friend and Robert Jones

A closer reading of the first two pages of our paper should reveal
to Klein that we are not "against the inclusion in models of such
things as production functions . . . interest rate and price equa-
tions" but that we do question their usefulness for short-run predic-
tion of the gross national product and its major components. Nor
are we particularly impressed by appeals either to "motherhood" or
the "concensus of professional opinion."

We of course do not object to any complications, whether "inno-
cent" or otherwise, which improve the forecasting ability of our
model. We simply require that they do in fact rather than as an
ex-cathedra proposition.

We must confess that we are confused by two statements appearing
in the same paragraph of Klein's comments; viz., our "approach has
too much of pure empiricism and not enough theory or other a-priori
information"; and in referring to our criticism of his model "Who
is to say what is the correct sign of the factorial income distribution
coefficient in the equations of demand for particular components of
consumption?" Klein has every right to have different theoretical
preconceptions from our own but considerably less right to overlook
the other relevant and conflicting "a-priori information" from cross-
section data which he himself has cited on other occasions. We con-
sider this another example of the weaknesses of large-scale models,
which in this case would seem to be based on "too much of pure
empiricism."

We agree with Klein and emphasize in our paper that our "good"
results must be considered largely as ex post predictions and still
have to stand up in the crucible of public ex ante forecasting. How-
ever, it is only fair to point out also that any literate outsider can at
any time in the future not only test the usefulness of our model in a
few minutes of not too arduous labor but alsà use the model himself
for forecasting—which, of course, is not true of Klein's model. As
a matter of fact, a comprehensive and objective test of the predictive
ability of a large-scale model by any outside analyst is extremely
difficult to perform for a variety of reasons, including the problems
raised by frequent adaptations made in the model.

Finally, we do not understand the point of Klein's concluding
comments on our brief discussion of the Duesenberry-Eckstein-
Fromm model, which we characterize as "moderately large-scale,"
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and the Gallaway-Smith model, which we characterize as "extremely
simple." Klein feels that the Duesenberry-Eckstein-Fromm model
is not moderately large scale. We disagree, but think it hardly worth
arguing about. More important, he apparently also feels that the
Gallaway-Smith model is either not relevant to what he characterizes
as our "main point" or that if it is, it would be inconsistent with ours
in view of the relatively poor results obtained. We of course do not
take the position that any model is good because it is simple and
assume that Klein does not take the position that any model is good
because it is complicated. However, in discussing relevant past
models, we believe in presenting them even if they are not corrobo-
rative of our "main point."

On reading the comments by F. Thomas Juster, we must confess
that we have a vision of Don Quixote tilting at windmills. We are
certain there must be some valid criticism contained in his comments
and are embarrassed to admit that we have not been able to find it.
With the exception of his concluding comment, which we shall con-
sider first because it appears to be the only instance in which he takes
issue with one of our substantive results, we shall discuss all of his
major strictures in the order in which they appear.

Juster states that change in plant and equipment expectations
represents "the oniy real anticipatory variable—as distinct

from lagged forms—that the authors found of much use. Unfortu-
nately, even this variable may not really help . . ." This concluding
comment is certainly one of the strangest in his paper. We had to
read the reasoning twice and still did not believe what we read. The
reasoning goes like this: is certainly correlated with LiPE, which
is obviously correlated with the change in GNP Y), thus intro-
ducing a "spurious" correlation between and Y. Therefore,
at the extreme, might unfortunately be perfectly correlated with

and thus introduce extremely high spurious correlation with Y.
Apparently, Juster is confused by the relationship between and,
in turn, and Y and that between or and Y — PEe)

or Y — FE). Following his line of reasoning, clearly if we had
completely reliable anticipatory data for every sector of Y, so that

YEC = Y, he would arrive at the novel conclusion that this was
entirely spurious. This is a surprising dereliction for someone who
counsels more theory and less arithmetic.'

'If we may be permitted to indulge in a little more arithmetic, the same point can
be made in more precise statistical terms. Assume that Z (which now may be regarded
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Let us consider the rest of his comments in order. First, he states
that "the weight of recent empirical and analytical investigations"
has pointed in the direction of "more, not less, disaggregation" and
"more rather than less complex forms." Now, since we indicate in
our paper that we are not aware of any such "weight of . . . investi-
gations" and, in fact, are attempting to obtain some relevant empiri-
cal evidence, we would have preferred a little less ex-cathedra
statement and a little more empirical evidence—as a matter of fact,
any at all. In our revised paper, which incorporates other results
presented at this conference as well as new results we have obtained,
we note further evidence of the unsatisfactory basis of the common
implicit assumption that disaggregation and complexity improve
forecasting results.

A second criticism seems to be that we place too much stress on
the ability to predict as the most satisfactory test of a forecasting
model and pay too little attention to improvements in fit for the base
period and "far too little" attention to "the presence or absence of
economically satisfactory . . . signs for regression coefficients."
Juster seems to have completely missed the reason for our stress on
ability to predict. The simple point, which we do discuss at some
length and which, as Juster illustrates, is frequently overlooked, is
that it is relatively easy to get good fits and much more difficult to
get good forecasts. Concerning our neglect in failing to point out
economically unsatisfactory signs, which seems to be implied in
Juster's comments, we wish he would give one example. It is true,
as we point out, that an adequate test of predictive performance
requires more than the extremely small number (typically two) of
forecasting periods we used, and we stress the need for continuing to
test in the light of subsequent performance whatever models are
adduced. However, Juster does not seem to realize that while a
couple of good forecasts may not give strong support to a forecasting
model a couple of bad forecasts create grave doubt about its useful-
ness. This does not mean, of course, that the model which fails in

as a generalization of FEC) is an autonomous variable highly correlated with FE and
that Y = FE + C, with C, or consumption, largely induced. Then we may write
PE = a1 + b1Z + u1 or b1Z = FE — a1 — Ui, arid fit the regression Y = a2 + b2Z + u2
which may also be written

Y= +u2.
b1 b1 b1

Clearly it makes little sense to talk of spurious correlation between ,Z and Y simply
because PE is part of Y.
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this critical sense may not or should not be resurrected in some modi-
fied form but that at the very least some such modification is called
for.

Juster's third comment is that our test of predictive utility of inven-
tory anticipations in a GNP model does not permit us to tell whether
the predictions have been improved. He states, "If the inventory
anticipations improve predictions of inventory change (12) but know-
ing I. does not help much (for this period) in predicting the change
in GNP, one can hardly say that the model is not improved." If he
had looked at the discussion several paragraphs beyond the ones he
is apparently commenting on, he would have noted that the inven-
tory anticipations data are (as yet) not helpful in explaining devia-
tions between estimated and actual inventory investment.

Next, Juster raises the banner of measurement without theory in
connection with our use of anticipations data in forecasting relation-
ships. He raises the question of the use of a large number of ex post
variables in conjunction with inventory anticipations to explain the
level of inventory investment as against the use of inventory antici-
pations in conjunction with deviations between the actual and antici-
pated levels of operational variables which entered into the inventory
anticipation. We thought we made it clear that we had to rely on the
ex post variables for the period as a whole because of the small num-
ber of observations for which inventory anticipations data were
available and that we simply related residuals from the ex post re-
gressions to the anticipatory data over the period for which this was
possible. Clearly, we would have introduced the anticipatory data
in another manner had more data been available. However, in any
case, there is another point which Juster seems to miss completely.
Anticipated inventory investment can be introduced in conjunction
with ex post variables (even without, say, a sales minus anticipated
sales type of term), since it may very well have an informational
content that ex post variables do not have. On the other hand, the
ex post variables may be necessary to take account of firms that do
not do serious jobs of budgeting. We plan, of course, to use devia-
tions of other relevant operational variables (such as sales) from
expected values in conjunction with anticipated inventories when
enough data become available. Not too surprisingly our limited ex-
periment to introduce such a term in this paper was not successful.
Probably this was due, at least in part, to the small number of relevant
observations but also to the lack of anticipatory inventory and sales
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data for the trade sector.2 Juster evidently was not aware that one
of the authors, in collaboration with another colleague, was perhaps
the first to use the type of analysis which he is recommending here,
in a situation, of course, where the data were available.3

We have somewhat weaker reservations about his discussion of
the inadequacies of the consumer intentions data that we attempted
to use for improving predictability. However, when he says that the
tests "might be inconclusive," this is really all we said, though we
have no objection to its repetition.

Again, we have no strong reservations to Juster's comment that,
"much more analysis of cross-section data seems essential if any of
these kinds of relationships are ever to be usefully incorporated into
forecasting models." However, we might point out the rather obvious
point that we relied on other work, cross-section as well as time
series, done by ourselves and others in this area. We feel Juster is
raising a straw man when he states that he would argue that "antici-
patory data cannot be effectively incorporated into forecasting
models without extensive use of cross sections to decide whether and
how these variables relate to spending decisions." Obviously, we do
not disagree, but the ultimate utility of such information must be in
the insights it gives us into time series behavior, and it is this that
we are testing.

In the rest of Juster's Comment he takes issue with our examina-
tion of the relationships between changes in various expenditure
categories and changes in GNP, and then proceeds to set up an
alternative scheme which he feels is superior. We are afraid that
again he misses the rather obvious point of what we were trying to
do. We were not attempting a breakdown of GNP components into
"autonomous" and "induced" classifications in the section to which
he refers, since we had not yet set up the subsequent simple forecast-
ing models which do indicate the assumed flow of causation. Our
initial correlations were simply directed to determining which com-
ponents of GNP had been primarily associated with the short-run
changes in total GNP; but, as we were careful to point out, no

2 However, it might be pointed out that the Department of Commerce did not find
sales deviations useful in explaining quarterly unrealized inventory investment even
for the manufacturing sector, for which both sets of data are available over the limited
period covered (see Murray F. Foss, "Manufacturers' Inventory and Sales Expecta-
tions: A Progress Report on a New Survey," Survey of Current Business, August 1961).

3 Irwin Friend and Jean Bronlenbrenner, "Business Investment Programs and Their
Realization," Survey of Current Business, December 1950.
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direction of causation was being assumed and the question of which
variables were autonomous was not being considered. It is only in
our forecasting models that we indicate the nature of our economic
assumptions regarding autonomous and induced variables; and, as
a matter of fact, we are inclined to believe the stipulation of a com-
plete forecasting model is the only satisfactory way of doing this.
Inventory investment may be largely induced but still may be the
most important variable whose fluctuations have to be explained if
we are interested in accounting for fluctuations in GNP. We are
rather hesitant to expatiate on so obvious a point, but we shall do
so anyhow. If is not highly correlated with a component
of GNP, then there is a large variance in the residuals of the regres-
sion of either of these variables on the other. On the other hand, if

and are highly correlated, may be induced with small
residuals or may be autonomous and free of negative correlation with

As a matter of research strategy, components of the second
type are clearly worth more attention than the first, even though the
results cast no light on how "autonomous" or "induced" the different

are. In this connection, while it is not greatly relevant to our
argument, Juster's statement that "the only clear evidence that
changes in a given spending sector may be the cause, rather than the
consequence, of a change in income consists of an observed low
correlation with income change" seems to be incorrect. A little re-
flection, for example, would indicate that the correlation between

Y and which is durable consumption, might be close to zero.
Juster would, therefore, apparently conclude that is autonomous,
even though in fact and which is nondurable consumption,
were highly negatively correlated and even though the relation of

per se with Y was not meaningful, whereas that of and Y
was. Incidentally, we assume his reference to I. as a clear cause of
GNP change, in accordance with the criteria he sets up, is simply an
oversight.

Turning finally to his suggested prescription for determining
whether a component of GNP is induced or autonomous, we might
point out that we have used a related mechanism for helping to
determine the appropriate nature of structural relations.4 We really
do not see its utility, in the context in which Juster is trying to use it,
for two reasons. First, no rigorous criteria are used to take care of

Irwin Friend and Robert Jones, "The Concept of Saving," and "Rejoinder,"
Consumption and Saving, Philadelphia, 1960, Vol. II.
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the only realistic case, that of partial substitutability (unlike the
treatment in the Friend-Jones paper previously referred to); and
secondly, in the case of partial substitutability, both his equations
would lead to biased estimates of parameters.5 In any ease, we
sider vastly preferable the approach we follow in erecting a set of
structural relationships.

FURTHER REPLY to Juster
We feel that Juster's supplementary comments (see footnotes to

his Comment) do not require any modification of our reply, with
two minor exceptions. First, we are happy to correct our erroneous
impression that his reference to inventory investment as a clear cause
of GNP change was an oversight. Second, and more important, we
still consider his treatment of spurious correlation between Y and

as mystical, in spite of the modification he has made in his
original comments from would still be correlated with Y
because this first term is obviously correlated with Y, even
if anticipated and actual investment were entirely unrelated, to SPEC
might still be correlated with Y the first term has a strong
enough correlation with Y. We thought we had indicated in fairly
precise statistical terms that in writing, as Juster does, LIPEe =

+ (PEe — FEE), there is no basis for talking of spurious cor-
relation between and Y simply because is part of Y.

We might point out, as a last attempt at clarification, that while
is clearly part of Y, it is not part of because of the negative
correlation between the two terms into which Juster divides

It might be useful to point out that in Juster's equations 1.0 and 1.1, even if A is
completely autonomous, R and B, holding A constant, may still be positively correlated,
the assumption Juster makes. To indicate the theoretical rationale, there presumably is
implicit in Juster's equations something equivalent to the following model, where t is
time, and are random residuals, and f1(t) and f2(t) may, of course, be highly com-
plicated functions:
(1) A =j(t)+€j
(2)
(3) B = a3 + Y + f2(t) + ea
(4) Y=A+R+B
Given A, a negative correlation between R and B is certain only if the residuals are
negatively correlated and B has no autonomous part (i.e., J(t) = 0). But if A is given
without t being held constant, then variation in j(t) and, hence, in Y may still occur;
and the positive correlation of the Y terms in equations 2 and 3 may still outweigh the
negative correlation of E2 and giving positive partial correlation of R and B, even
holding A constant. There is, of course, no obvious reason to assume the negative
correlation of residuals which Juster appears to have in mind.
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